Gran Casa Rostoya
Region: Mallorca Sleeps: 8

Overview
Welcome to Gran Casa Rostoya, Large gates open into the driveway that
winds up up to front of the property. From the front door you'll enter into an
open-plan lounge and dining area with sofas, a stylish dining table with chairs
and an American-style fitted kitchen.
Leading off from here is a twin bedroom with en suite shower room, a double
bedroom and another shower room. Stairs lead up to the first floor landing
which incorporates a writing desk (great for writing postcards!) and a sofa if
you feel like curling up with a book. A step up from this area is a corridor with a
door leading outside and down to the outside covered terrace with all its
amenities. Further along this corridor is a full shower room, a twin bedroom
and a double bedroom with a picture window that has a great view of the
gardens.
On the ground floor, large French windows open out to a huge covered terrace
overlooking the pool, notable for its large Roman steps for when you fancy
cooling off. The pool itself is surrounded by grass on three sides and has
established trees nearby that offer shade from the sun.
Adjacent to the pool area is a barbecue terrace - ideal for eating and
entertaining around the pool and gardens at any time of day.
The decor within the villa is stylish and the fittings and fixtures of a really high
standard!

Facilities
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Interior & Grounds
Villa Interior
- 4 Bedrooms
- 3 Bathrooms/Showers
- 1 Twin Bedroom
- 1 twin bedroom with ensuite shower room
- 2 Double Bedrooms
- 2 Shower rooms
Amenities
- BBQ House with fridge and sink
- Fridge / Freezer
- Hair dryer
- Hi Fi
- Microwave
- Washing Machine/Dishwasher
- Car & Motorbike Rental
- Dishwasher
- Doctor (upon request)
- Fax & Photocopy Service
- Mini Market
- Parking Area
- Pool Sunbeds & Umbrellas
- Pool Towels
- Safe Deposit Box
- Washing machine
- WIFI
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Location & Local Information
A glorious villa beside a country lane that enjoys its own private grounds and
being within easy walking distance of the historic town of Pollensa.
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Terms & Conditions
- Arrival time: 14:00
- Departure time: 12:00
- Energy costs included?: Yes
- Heating costs included?: No
- Other Ts and Cs:
- Changeover day: Saturday
- Pets welcome?: No
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